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SYNOPSIS
Fusi is in his forties and 
yet to � nd courage to 
enter the adult world.
He sleepwalks through 
everyday life, where 
routine is key.
When a bubbly woman 
and an 8-year old girl 
unexpectedly enter his 
life, he is forced to take 
a leap.



DIRECTOR’S 
BIOGRAPHY FILMS

(as writer/director)
ALBUMS

(with his band “slowblow”)
Dagur Kári is a director, 
writer and musician. He 
was born in France (1973) 
but raised in Iceland and 
studied � lmmaking in 
Denmark from 1995-1999. 
He made his feature debut 
in 2003 with “Noi Albinoi” 
and also works as musician 
with the band “slowblow”. 
He is currently employed at 
The National Film School 
of Denmark as Head of the 
Director’s Program. 

2015 VIRGIN MOUNTAIN (Iceland, Denmark) 
2009 THE GOOD HEART (Iceland, USA) 
2005 DARK HORSE (Denmark) 
2003 NOI ALBINOI (Iceland) 
1999 LOST WEEKEND (Denmark, short) 
1998 OLD SPICE (Iceland, short) 

2005 Slowblow  
2003 Nói Albínói  
1996 Fousque  
1994 QuicksilverTuna  





INTERVIEW WITH DIRECTOR DAGUR KÁRI
Interview with Dagur Kári by Variety Correspondent Elsa Keslassy – January 2015

Elsa Keslassy: «Virgin Mountain» centers on the coming 
of age of a middle-aged character who struggles to � t 
in because of his physical condition -- a theme which 
seems to be reminiscent of your feature debut «Noi The 
Albino» and to some extent «Dark Horse.» Why are you 
attracted to characters who are considered outsiders?
Dagur Kari: It is not really a conscious choice on my behalf 
to portray outsiders. I´m just interested in creating the 
best possible characters, and the ones who are slightly 
o� , misplaced or those who are more likely to cast o�  
interesting situations, than the ones who � t in. That is my 
main focus: The character and the situation. But the term 
outsider has never really been in my mind, until journalists 
started pointing it out.

EK: Like «Noi The Albino» and «Dark Horse,» «Virgin 
Mountain» is also about discovering oneself through 
experiencing life outside of Iceland. How is this theme 
close to your heart, being an Icelandic � lmmaker born 
in France who studied in Denmark?
DK: Well, I try to write my summer vacations into my 
scripts because otherwise I can´t a� ord to go. So in «Nói 

Albinói», we went to Cuba for the � nal scene, in «Dark 
Horse» we shot a sequence in Spain and the ending of 
«The Good Heart» was � lmed in the Dominican Republic. 
I have a fetish for white palm beaches; I must have been a 
Hawaiian surfer in a previous life. I really like � lming palm 
beaches, so they have been a recurrent element in my 
� lms. For «Virgin Mountain» we had plans to follow Fúsi 
to a tropical destination, but then it turned out that the 
� lm didn´t need it. So no summer vacation this time!…

EK: «Virgin Mountain» is more an intense and a radical 
character-study than a romantic comedy even though 
it boasts somewhat a high concept - it could be pitched 
as an Icelandic «40-year-old Virgin.» However, you 
chose not to give into the narrative clichés of romantic 
comedies and stick to reality as much as possible. Why 
did you take that route?
DK: Once you have the «boy meets girl» element in a 
� lm, the story tends to go on autopilot. It gets deeply 
foreseeable, and I deliberately tried to do an interesting 
twist on the cliché. I also felt that Fúsi, the main character, 
needed a di� erent kind of closure. I wanted the ending to 





be really small and really big at the same time. We realize 
that what for us is a completely mundane action, is a 
groundbreaking step for Fúsi.

EK: What makes «Virgin Mountain» a universal movie 
that people around the world can relate to?
DK: Well, it´s an inspirational story about a man taking a 
signi� cant step into the rest of his life. This is something 
that most people can relate to, I hope. Furthermore, I think 
that we have all felt the guilt of having misjudged someone. 
There is a seed of bad conscience in the Christian part of 
the world which is rooted in that feeling. When editing 
the movie, I was playing it in reverse at some point, and 
discovered that the name of the main character, Fúsi, is 
«Jesu» when played backwards. That is not the case when 
you spell it backwards, of course. But phonetically it is. A 
nice coincidence. 

EK: How did you come across Gunnar Jonsson? Did you 
write the script with him in mind?
DK: Gunnar Jónsson was a side-kick in a satire TV 
program in Iceland some 15 years ago. That was when 
I � rst saw him, and it was kind of love at � rst sight. I 
immediately sensed that he was natural and I started 
developing a desire to see him play a dramatic main role. 
So the script was written for him. He is the movie, and 
it would not have been made without him. His talent is 
enormous and the presence on screen is unique, in my 
opinion. Even though he is not educated as an actor, he is 
unbelievably professional and precise. I want to use him in 
all my movies from now on.

EK: How was your collaboration with Baltasar Kormakur? 
What was his creative input? 
DK:  Baltasar is a very talented and insightful director and 
an experienced producer as well. He was a resourceful 
partner throughout the process, and gave me full artistic 
freedom. Him and producer Agnes Johansen were very 
supportive and understanding of my process.

EK: How was it to return to Iceland after making your 
English-language debut with «The Good Heart»?
DK:  It was a good experience. It is a nice feeling to make 
a � lm with a small intimate crew, where every member 
is a friend. To shoot with a big crew in the US sometimes 
felt like a military operation. That can give you a nice 
adrenaline rush, but all in all, I prefer to make � lms with a 
small crew, where everybody feels like they are a part of 
a creative process.

EK: Did you like the experience of making a � lm in 
another language and working with these actors on «The 
Good Heart»? What did you learn from that experience 
and is this something that you’d like to get back into? 
DK:  I really like working in other languages, and I enjoy 
studying the nuances of how people speak. Somehow I 
feel more free when writing dialogue in other languages 
than Icelandic. For me there is a certain awe associated 
with writing in Icelandic, where writing in other languages 
is more free. Like playing an instrument. But regardless 
of where I am in the world, each � lm is a huge learning 
process. Almost like taking an education. I would de� nitely 
like to continue working in many di� erent places. 



EK: Where do you pull your inspiration come from as a 
writer/director? Do you consider yourself part of a new 
generation of Scandinavian � lmmakers?
DK:  Inspiration comes from everywhere and nowhere and 
it comes in waves. There are periods where I feel totally 
empty, but I have learned that those phases are really 
important, because that´s when your subconsciousness 
is working on high speed underneath, and usually a 
productive phase will follow. I am a loner of sorts, and 
don´t really see myself as a part of anything in particular. 
Iceland is in many ways very americanized in it´s lifestyle 
and culture, but also very nordic. Scandinavia is very 
di� erent to me. 

EK : What are you working on now? 
DK:  Right now I have a position at The National Filmschool 
of Denmark, as the head of the director´s program. That 
is a full time job, so I don´t have much time for my own 
writing. But strangely enough I´ve never in my life had so 
many ideas for new projects; both � lms and tv-series. I´m 
not exactly sure which project I will sink my teeth into 
� rst, but I can´t wait. 



GUNNAR JÓNSSON
Actor for more than twenty years, he 
plays in TV Series and took part in 
movies such as ROKLAND by Marteinn 
Thorsson, BJARNFREÐARSON by Ragnar 
Bragason and OPINBERUN HANNESAR 
by Hrafn Gunnlaugsson. His role in VIRGIN 
MOUNTAIN is his � rst collaboration with 
Dagur Kári.



ILMUR
KRISTJÁNSDÓTTIR 
ILMUR
KRISTJÁNSDÓTTIR 
ILMUR
Born in 1978, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir played in 
the movies DIS by Silja Hauksdóttir, WHITE 
NIGHT WEDDING by Baltasar Kormákur 
and SPOOKS AND SPIRITS by Ágúst 
Guðmundsson. She is now involved in the 
TV Series TRAPPED.





CAST 
Gunnar Jónsson (Fúsi) 
Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir (Sjöfn) 
Sigurjón Kjartansson (Mordur) 
Franziska Una Dagsdóttir (Hera) 
Margrét Helga Jóhannsdóttir (Fjola) 

Arnar Jónsson (Rolf) 
Thórir Saemundsson (Elvar) 
Ari Matthíasson (Bodvar) 
Fridrik Fridriksson (Fridrik) 
Ingunn Jensdóttir (Svana)

THE PRODUCERS 
RVK STUDIOS – SÖGN EHF
Having produced a string of successful � lms under the name of Sögn ehf / Blueeyes Productions since the year 
2000 (including titles such as JAR CITY, THE SEA, REYKJAVIK-ROTTERDAM and THE DEEP), all future productions 
of the company will be launched under the new label of RVK Studios headed by the � lm director Baltasar Kormakur.

CREW  
Original title Fusi
International title Virgin Mountain
DoP Rasmus Videbæk
Production Designer Hálfdán Pedersen
Costumes Helga Rós V Hannam
Hair and make-up Áslaug Dröfn Sigurðardóttir

Editing  Andri Steinn Guðjónsson, Oliver Bugge Coutté
and Dagur Kári Pétursson

Sound Design Ingvar Lundberg, Kjartan Kjartansson
Music Slowblow
Co-Producers Bo Ehrhardt, Mikkel Jersin
Producers Baltasar Kormákur, Agnes Johansen
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